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Abstract – This paper analyzes the genetic operations of a new 

evolution mechanism proposed by us for improving the capability to 

deal with graph-form solutions in the real world of genetic 

algorithms based on the theories of GAs and GPs.  A prototype of 

graph evolution with genetic operations is implemented and applied 

to some graph-related systems with the Irish-student classification 

data. Evaluation between conventional optimization mechanisms 

and graph evolution theory is also made for proving the advantage 

of using graph evolution.  Be notable is the graph evolution theory 

proposed in this paper can cover most applications of GAs and GPs. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Conventional optimization techniques are always 

designed for specific problems, and the results made from 

these sorts of optimization techniques might be not accurately 

enough if there are minor changes applied to the current 

solved problem. [28][18]  There are several issues involved 

for the considerations and limitations of those conventional 

optimization techniques, such as learning speed and local 

minimum/maximum.  On the contrast, with the 

characteristics of adapting to environment (adapting to 

problem) and evolving from generation to generation (finding 

global optima), evolutionary algorithms are much easier to fit 

different problem domains. [1]  Recently, genetic algorithms 

provide the most considerable solving mechanism of 

evolutionary algorithms as applied in the area of industrial 

engineering. [14]  Genetic algorithms (and its derived –  

genetic programming) translate any possible solution for a 

problem into a string (either tree-form) chromosome. [17][20] 

Unfortunately, not all of solutions in the real world can 

be formulated as the list chromosomes simply.  Many 

researchers before used some tree-like or mesh-like 

chromosomes to replace the list chromosomes for solving 

problems in the real world. [22][9] Although the graph 

chromosomes are possible to provide more general solutions 

for problems  ([10][25]), there is not a complete and 

systematic theoretical analysis made for the graph evolution. 

[15][16][7] 

For graph-form solutions, this paper presents a prototype 

of evolutionary algorithm, which is so-called Graph 

Evolution.  Consistent formulations for genetic phase in the 

evolutionary algorithms are analyzed and designed between 

graph evolution and genetic algorithm.  However, since the 

paper length is restricted, some of detailed proves are ignored 

and will be discussed in the complete paper.   Finally, this 

paper tries to apply the prototype of graph evolution to 

graph-related system such as Kohonen’s SOM. [22]  

Evaluation of the modified systems is made for proving the 

advantage of using graph evolution instead of traditional 

problem-solving mechanisms. 

Section 2 describes the fundamental of priori-knowledge 

about the concept of graph theory, which is useful for 

transforming genetic operations to graphs.  Besides, the 

widely-known types of evolutionary algorithms, genetic 

algorithm and genetic programming, is  also be illustrated in 

Section 2 for the consistency analyzed and designed in 

Section 3 and Section 4.   Detailed analysis of genetic 

phase of graph evolution is done in Section 3 and Section 4.  

Section 3 will focus on the unary operations in the genetic 

phase such as reproduction and mutation; and the binary 

operation, crossover will be discussed in Section 4.  

Experiment systems are implemented and evaluated by 

Section 5 with the modified algorithms in which our graph 

evolution is applied to improve performance.  Section 6 

gives a summary and discusses what can be done in future. 

II. GENETIC ALGORITHMS (GA/GP) 

Evolutionary algorithm is a stochastic optimization 

technique derived from simulating the natural evolutionary 

process originally proposed by Charles Darwin in 1959. [11]  

Such algorithm can often outperform conventional 

optimization methods when applied to difficult real-world 
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problems. [4][27][24]  There are currently three main 

avenues of this research: genetic algorithms (GAs), 

evolutionary programming (EP) and evolution strategies 

(ESs). [2]  Among them, genetic algorithms are perhaps the 

most well-known evolutionary algorithms today. [26][5] 

Genetic algorithm starts with an initial set of random 

solutions, called a population .  Each individual in the 

population is called a chromosome , representing a solution.  

A chromosome is a string of symbols; it is usually, but not 

necessarily, a binary bit -string. [17] The chromosomes evolve 

through successive iterations, called generations.  During 

each generation, the chromosomes are evaluated, using some 

measurement of fitness. [13]  

After all the individuals (the parents) of the generation 

are evaluated by the fitness function, it is possible to produce 

a new generation formed by new individuals (the offsprings).  

Those fitter chromosomes with high fitness values have 

higher probabilities of being selected.  After several 

operations these chromosomes can represent the optimal or 

suboptimal solutions to the problem.  In fact, there are only 

two phases  in genetic algorithms: [14] 

1. genetic phase: reproduction, mutation and crossover, 

2. evolution phase: selection. 

The genetic phase mimics the process of heredity of 

chromosomes to create new offsprings at each generation, 

and the evolution phase mimics the process of Darwinian 

evolution to create populations from generation to generation. 

[19]  Each operation in both phase can be represented as 

different operators, such as σ  operator for mutation, 

π operator for crossover and ζ  operator for selection.  

Applying evolution process to the current generation, a set of 

chromosomes is selected to transform the whole new 

generation, called the offsprings, which will continuously 

perform several different genetic operations, such as 

crossover and mutation. 

Although the definitions of genetic algorithms give 

sufficient conditions for researching, some necessary 

background is still needed for analyzing other kinds of 

chromosome forms of evolution, such as tree, mesh and even 

graph.  Genetic Programming is a sort of tree form GAs and 

defines several kinds of crossover operators. [23]  Since this 

paper try to analyze the genetic phase for graph evolution, 

definitions and principles of GAs and binary operators of the 

tree-form in GPs should be taken into consideration. [6] 

This paper will concentrate to working on the analysis of 

genetic operations.  Before the genetic operations are 

analyzed, fundamental definitions of graph evolution  should 

be illustrated firstly.   

 Assumed that ( )tP  is the population  at the specific 

generation t  and contains several individuals. [3]  An 

individual 
→

a  is formed with the chromosome structure 
( )tXx ∈

→

, where ( )tX  is the structure space at generation t .  

From time to time, this chromosome structure 
→

x  is 

controlled by some strategy parameters Ss ∈
→

, where S  is 

the strategy parameter space. [12]  However, we decide not 

include Evolution Strategies temporary in this moment.   

Definition 1. An individual  
→

a  with graph chromosome  is 

defined as: 

  




=

→→→

sxa ; 




=

→

sxx ;~,~
21 , 

where the chromosome structure is corresponding to 

Vx =1
~  (the vertex set) and Ex =2

~  (the edge set) and 
→

s  is 

the strategy parameters. o 

To follow this definition, an example is given in Figure 

1 to demonstrate how a graph chromosome  can be. 
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Fig. 1. A graph chromosome 

III. UNARY OPERATIONS  

Similar to the string chromosomes in genetic algorithm, 

graph chromosomes also have two kinds of operations for 

graph evolution: unary operations and binary operations.  

The unary ones are investigated at first.  Let ( )EVG ,  be 

the graph chromosome before the unary operation of graph 

evolution, and ( )EVG ′′′ ,  is respected as after the operation.  

In general, a single unary operation on such graph 

chromosome makes only a single increment or decrement of 

elements in node/edge sets, which falls into one of the 

following combinations in Table 1.  As shown in Table 1, 

different operations give different rules, which can be used to 
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determine what kind of a descendant graph will be produced 

through such an evolution process.  Lemma 1 gives more 

formal descriptions.  
TABLE 1. POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS OF MUTATIONS IN GRAPH CHROMOSOME 

Simple operations EE ′⊂  EE ′=  EE ′⊃  

VV ′⊂  Node Diff. X X 

VV ′=  Edge Diff. Reproduction Edge pruning 

VV ′⊃  X X Node pruning 

Lemma 1. For the unary operation of a graph chromosome 

( )EVG , , let ( )EVG ′′′ ,  be the graph chromosome after 

such unary operation of graph evolution.  It is impossible 

that  

VVandEE ′⊂′⊇ (1) (6) 

or 

VVandEE ′⊃′⊆ (2) (7) 

Proof:   

(A) For Eq.(1), we first assume that 

{ } VvVvVV ii ⊃∪≡+=′ , then 

 { } { }VvvvVvvvvE jijjjjj ∈+∈=′
2121

, , 

in which { } EVvvvv jjjj ⊆∈
2121

,  but 

{ } ∅=∈∩ VvvvE jij (empty set).  By the connectedness of 

( )EVG ′′′ , , { }Vvvv jij ∈  is nonempty.  This contradicts 

EE ′⊇ .   

(B) Eq. (2) can be also proven similarly.  o 

The above lemma explains the impossible conditions in 

Table 1.  The other five conditions for unary operations in 

Table 1 are then defined as follows.  

Reproduction: VVandEE ′=′= . (8) 

For mapping to the mutation operation in genetic 

algorithm, there are two sorts of unary operations in graph 

evolution are: 

Differentiation: defined as the evolved edge set is larger than 

the original edge set and divided into the following two 

kinds: 

Node differentiation: VVandEE ′⊂′⊂ . (9) 

Edge differentiation : VVandEE ′=′⊂ . 

Pruning: is just the reverse conditions of differentiation, 

where the edge set is shrink: VVandEE ′⊇′⊃ . 

In graph evolution, all these unary operations belong to 

mutation operations, which can be formally defined as: 

 ( )( ) ( )EVGEVG ′′′= ,,σ , 

where ( )EVG ,  and ( )EVG ′′′ ,  are both graph 

chromo somes.  Here, the definitions of ( )⋅σ  consider the 

basic mutations, that is, those operations adding/deleting a 

single node/edge, as Table 2 listed. 
TABLE 2. THE VARIATIONS OF ORDERS/SIZES FOR BASIC MUTATIONS 

( )( ) ( )EVGEVG ′′′= ,,σ  Order 'V  Size 'E  

Node Pruning 1' −= VV  1' −= EE  
Pruning 

Edge Pruning VV ='  1' −= EE  

Edge Diff. VV ='  1' += EE  
Differentiation 

Node Diff 1' += VV  1' += EE  

IV. BINARY OPERATION 

Unlike the mutation operation analyzed above, another 

genetic operation is so-called crossover (or recombine), 

taking two chromosomes as inputs.  After a cut-position is 

chosen, each chromosome can be divided into two pieces.  

Recombining two pieces selected from different piece sets of 

the ascendant chromosomes (or called parent chromosomes), 

two descendant chromosomes (or called children 

chromosomes) finally can be created from the ascendant 

chromosomes by recombine operation, as Figure 2 following 

illustrated. 

According to genetic algorithm, some condition has to 

be imposed on these chromosome pieces to ensure recombine 

operations, as Definition 2 stated. 

Definition 2. When two or more chromosomes are split in 

the same cut-position, the chromosome pieces from different 

parents are called matchable chromosome pieces.o 

Recombining two matchable chromosome pieces we can 

form new children chromosomes.  When applied to graph 

evolution, such formulation of binary genetic operation is not 

so obvious.  The first problem is how to determine the 

cut-position of a graph chromosome.  In graph theory, there 

exist two possible methods for cutting a graph: cut-set and 

cut-vertex. [8].   By using a cut-set iC , Figure 3 illustrates 

the matching problem.  Hence, the corresponding 
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match-ability condition of chromosomes is introduced with a 

slice change in Definition 3. 
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(a) Graph chromosomes with specific cut -sets 
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Fig. 2. Graph chromosomes and their cutting 
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Fig. 3. Matching problems of recombination 

Definition 3. Given the cut-position vertices 
iCV  of graph 

iG  (i=1,2) split by a cut-set iC . Two chromosome pieces 

(
1CV -side and 

2CV ′ -side, or 
2CV -side and 

1CV ′ -side) are called 

matchable if 
21 CC VV =  and 

21 CC VV ′=′ . o 

The other cutting method of a graph is using cut-vertex.  

Split through a cut-vertex cv , a graph G  can be divided 

into two subgraphs.  In this case, the corresponding cut-set 

can be treated as a pseudo edge that connects each 

cut-position vertex pairs, as Figure 4 illustrated.  
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Fig. 4. Cut-vertex and its chromosome pieces 

Now, we are going to further investigate the 

match-ability condition of two complete graph chromosomes.  

The following lemma describes that graph homeomorphism 

will ensure such match-ability, and Theorem 1 is also 

possible to prove that such recombine operator will preserve 

the homeomorphism of graph chromosomes according to 

Lemma 2. 

Lemma 2. Two graphs are matchable if they are 

homeomorphic. 

Proof:  Details will discuss in the complete paper. o 

Theorem 1. Given two graph chromosomes with the 

condition 2

homeo.

1 ~ GG .  The resultant chromosome comes 

from the recombine operation: 

  ( ) ( ) ( )( )222111 ,,,, EVGEVGEVG π=′′′ , 

then  1

homeo.

~ GG ′  and 2

homeo.

~ GG ′ . 

Proof: Details will discuss in the complete paper. o 
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Fig. 5. Cut-sets in homeomorphic chromosome 

After the above important properties are analyzed, the 
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recombine operator π can be defined for a successful 

operation. 

( ) ( ) ( )( )222111 ,,,, EVGEVGEVG π=′′′  or 

( ) ( ) ( )EVGEVGEVG ′′′→ ,,, 222111 π  

Different composite operations can be decomposed into 

several simple operations analyzed previously.  According 

to the rules of simple operations of mutating graph and 

recombine graphs, an evolution lattice might be simply 

drawn out for helping analyze and even predict the style of a 

graph chromosome after several generations in future. 

V. EXPERIMENT SYSTEM 

After the genetic operations in graph evolution have been 

analyzed and designed in the previous sections, an experimental 

system will be implemented to demonstrate how to apply graph 

evolution into the real-world problems.  This system can be used 

not only to test the practicability of graph evolution, but also to 

evaluate the performance of the example systems. 

Experiment and those comparison methods in this paper use the 

data on educational transitions for a sample of 500 Irish 

schoolchildren aged 11 in 1967. [21]  The data were collected by 

Greaney and Kelleghan (in 1984) and placed on the Web site 

http://lib.stat.cmu.edu/datasets/irish.ed.  After some erroneous 

records are eliminated, there are 380 records left as training patterns 

and 93 as test patterns. 

The theory of graph evolution tries to modify the above 

Kohonen’s SOM, including both linear and mesh SOMs.  The 

linear SOM modified by graph evolution is called Evolutionary 

SOM (ESOM); whereas, the mesh SOM is modified to Evolutionary 

Mesh SOM (E-MSOM).  From the viewpoint of classification error, 

Figure 6 shows out both the classification errors in Kohonen’s 

SOMs (linear SOM/mesh SOM) and their corresponding experiment 

SOMs modified by graph evolution (ESOM/E-MSOM ). 

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS  

This paper proposes a new evolution algorithms for 

graph-form chromosomes, and makes a preliminary research 

on the graph evolution by using GA and GP as references. 

 

 
Fig. 6.  Comparisons of SOMs and ESOMs 

Fundamental analysis of genetic phases of evolution is 

made.  According to those characteristics of graphs in graph 

theory, genetic operations such as mutation and 

recombination are investigated.  The fitness function for 

selection in the evolution phase should be also well designed 

in near future. 

Besides the analysis and design of graph evolution, an 

experiment system is also implemented for evaluating the 

performance of the systems when the graph evolution is used 

to replace the original system.  Not only the curves of 

learning rates and outcomes are better in graph evolution, but 

also the training time needed to solve problem is acceptable. 

Furthermore, the relationships between genetic 

operations and graph complexity might be able to figure out 

by studying the lattice of graph evolution.  Once again, if 

the lattice of graph evolution can be drawn down, not only 

the fittest graph chromosomes/patterns (solutions) to 

environment (problem) might be able to be found out, but 

even the future trends of the population (composed of graph 

chromosomes) could also be predictable. 
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